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The influence of hydrodynamic conditions in dual-impeller crystallizers at different impeller spacings on nucleation kinetics was investigated. Dual-pitched-blade
turbine (2 PBT) and dual-straight-blade turbine (2 SBT) impeller configurations
were used. To analyze hydrodynamic conditions at different impeller spacings, a
computational fluid dynamics model was developed and validated by experimentally determining mixing time and power input. Results show that nucleation
kinetics in the 2 SBT impeller system is affected by the characteristic microscale
parameters. The same was not observed in the 2 PBT impeller system. Also, as a
consequence of higher shear stress values, smaller but less agglomerated crystals
were obtained in 2 SBT impeller systems.
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Introduction

The main advantage of crystallization is the fact that it can
deliver a crystal product of desired properties, the most important of which are crystal size, shape, and form as well as the
product purity. Furthermore, crystallization can be conducted
at relatively low temperatures, thus decreasing the energy
requirements and the final product cost [1–3] which makes it
one of the most inexpensive processes. But to obtain tailormade crystals, the process needs to be designed and controlled
properly. The latter demands deep knowledge on crystallization
kinetics which in turn reflects on the dynamic characteristics of
the process. First, and often energetically the most consuming
step in crystallization is nucleation [4]. It represents the birth
of nuclei, the kinetics of which greatly determines the features
of the end product. If crystallization is unseeded, then nucleation will occur when a system can no longer withhold itself at
the state of accumulated energy and in order to ‘‘go back’’ to
equilibrium – crystals will be formed.
To ensure optimum conditions for mass and energy transfer
[5, 6] in batch crystallizers, mixing needs to be applied. Most of
the previous researches have been conducted in single-impeller
systems [7–9] but available data is scarce for crystallizations in
multiple-impeller systems. In that case, hydrodynamic conditions in the vessel becomes more complex [10–12]. They
depend on the type of impellers used, as well as on interaction
of their flows, which may or may not occur, depending on the
impeller spacing. This is why the main goal of this paper is to
investigate how hydrodynamic conditions alter at different
impeller spacings and how they affect the key parameters of
nucleation kinetics as well as the properties of the final product
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of batch cooling crystallization. Here, disodium tetraboratedecahydrate (borax) was crystallized, a salt whose many useful
properties made it indispensable for a range of industrial applications.

2

Experimental Setup and Procedures

2.1 Determination of Nucleation Kinetics
Batch crystallization of borax decahydrate has been conducted
by linear cooling of the mother liquor at the rate of 6 C h–1
which was controlled by a Lauda Proline RP855C X Edition
thermostat. Experiments were carried out in a 15-dm3 flat-bottom crystallizer as described in previously published work
[2, 3]. Since the ratio of the crystallizer’s liquid height, H1), to
vessel diameter, dT, equaled 1.3, mixing was performed by two
impellers which were mounted on the same shaft. The impeller
diameter, D, was standard, meaning that it equaled 1/3 of the
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L2U15U, and the power input was calculated according to the
expression:

vessel diameter (D = 0.33dT). Two common types of impeller
configuration were investigated, namely, dual-pitched-blade
turbine (2 PBT) and dual-straight-blade turbine (2 SBT).
For these two dual-impeller configurations, an influence of
impeller spacing (S/D) on nucleation kinetics and granulometric characteristics of the final product of crystallization was
examined. At the same time, the impeller off-bottom clearance
to impeller diameter ratio (C/D) equaled 1. All experiments
were conducted at the just suspended impeller speed, NJS,
which was determined by 0.9H method, proposed by Einenkel
and Mersmann [13]. Just suspended impeller speeds were
determined for both dual-impeller configurations investigated,
at all impeller spacings, and are listed with their respective values of Reynolds number in Tab. 1.
During the experiments, temperature (with a Pt-100 probe)
and borax mother liquor concentration (potentiometrically,
with a sodium ion-selective electrode (Na-ISE)) were measured
continuously. Based on these data, it was possible to calculate
the driving force of crystallization, which, for simplicity, is
approximated by absolute supersaturation, Dc, i.e., as the difference in concentrations between saturated, c*, and supersaturated solution, c, at a certain temperature [5]:

P ¼ 2pNt

(2)

The torque was measured with maximum standard deviation
of 0.005 Nm in the 2 PBT system and 0.01 Nm in the system
with 2 SBT impeller configuration.

2.3 Development of Computational Fluid
Dynamics Model

The maximum value of supersaturation corresponds to the
metastable zone width (MSZW). In this work, the MSZW has
been determined visually [14] since it was crucial to precisely
assess the moment at which the first visible crystals appeared.
At that same moment, the solution concentration was analyzed
based on the measured value of potential, and maximum
supersaturation was calculated by Eq. (1).

A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was developed
by ANSYS Fluent v17.2. Due to the relatively simple vessel, it
was possible to decompose the geometry into blocks leading to
a fully structured hexahedral mesh (Fig. 1), resulting in orders
of magnitude lower calculation times when compared to
unstructured mesh. The mesh quality ranged between 0.93 and
1 with a standard deviation of 0.12 where the value of 1 represents a regular hexahedron.
The grid and time step dependency studies were conducted
for a randomly chosen dual SBT configuration. Several mesh
densities as depicted in Fig. 2a were tested. A mesh with
76 192 elements ±5 %, depending on the impeller configuration,
was adopted as the one with a sufficiently high resolution necessary for conducting the analyses. A time step dependency
study was also performed by using the same mesh. As can be
seen in Fig. 2b, the averaged torque values were similar for all
three time step sizes. A time step equal to the 10 rotation was
selected for all calculations to ensure higher fidelity. The
numerical model which was adopted here was the transition
shear stress transport (transition SST) model [17, 18].

2.2 Experimental Determination of Mixing Time
and Power Input

2.4 Determination of Numerical Values of Torque
and Mixing Time

The mixing time, t95, has been defined as the time necessary for
the system to reach and remain within ±5 % of the new steadystate value after the injection of a tracer [15]. Here, 10 cm3 of
2 mol dm–3 sodium chloride solution was used as a tracer which
was injected in the continuous phase (water) just below the surface midway between the wall and the shaft. The change of
potential of the solution was measured with Na-ISE which was
placed diametrically opposite to the injection point [16].
A second mixing parameter, which gave an insight into the
nature of the mixing process in this system, was the power
input, P. Power was experimentally determined based on the
measurement of the torque imparted on the impeller shaft. The
torque, t, was computed by a Lightnin LB2 LabMaster Mixer,

The volume-of-fluid methodology is applied here to define the
three phases, i.e., air, water, and NaCl solution, and calculate
the interfaces between the phases. The tracking of the interfaces
between the phases is accomplished by solving the continuity
equation for the volume fraction of one or more phases. For
the qth phase, the equation has the following form:

Dc ¼ c  c*

(1)
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Table 1. Impeller speed and Reynolds numbers at different impeller spacings.
Impeller configuration

2 PBT

S/D [–]

0

0.5

1

1.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

NJS [rpm]

258

279

301

304

302

323

352

438

Re [–]

30 319

32 787

35 373

35 725

35 490

37 958

41 366

51 472
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Figure 1. Finite volume mesh: overall view (a), cross-sectional view (b), magnified view of rotating domains for dual SBT (c), and dual
PBT (d) impeller configurations.
n
X

aq ¼ 1

(4)

q¼1

The volume fraction equation is discretized by
the implicit formulation:
anq rnþ1
 anq rnq
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p¼1

where anþ1
is the cell value for volume fraction at
q
time step n + 1, anq is the cell value for volume fraction at time step n, anþ1
q;f is the value of the qth volume fraction at time step n + 1, and Ufnþ1 is the
volume flux through the face at time step n + 1.
Since the volume fraction is a function of other
quantities at the current time step, a scalar transport equation is solved iteratively for each of the
secondary-phase volume fractions at each time
Figure 2. Grid dependency (a) and time-step dependency (b) study for a ranstep. An implicit body force approach is considdom dual SBT impeller configuration.
ered, and dispersed interface modeling is applied.
Surface tension and phase change modeling is
neglected due to minor effects on the solution of
The phases are added using the method of marking cells and
this type and scale. An energy equation is not used due to negpatching the volume fractions of the respective phases. The volligible effects of temperature on the operating conditions. Conume fraction is not solved for the primary phase but instead, it
sidering the significant interaction of stationary and rotating
is calculated as follows:
parts of the vessel and the unsteady state nature of the process
being simulated, a sliding mesh was chosen as a solving
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method. Before initialization of calculations, control monitors
were set to track torque and mixing time values in real time at
specific points.
The torque was calculated by averaging the value after the
plot started showing quasi-steady-state behavior. The power
input was then calculated based on the averaged torque values
by using the same Eq. (2). An example of numerically determined value of torque vs time is presented in Fig. 3a.

Figure 3. Numerical determination of torque (a) and NaCl volume fraction (b) for a random dual SBT impeller configuration.

4

3

Results and Discussion

3.1 Experimental and Numerical Values of Mixing
Time and Power Input
Hydrodynamics in the vessel was evaluated based on mixing time
and power input. Experimental values of mixing time are presented in Fig. 4 in dimensionless form, i.e., as a product of impeller speed, N, and mixing time, tM. Results show that by increasing
the impeller spacing, Ntm decreases in both dual-impeller systems investigated, this effect being more pronounced in 2 PBT.
But considering the fact that the mixing time quantitatively
describes the bulk or circulation flow [19] in the system, lower
values of Ntm observed in 2 SBT indicate a better overall circulation in the crystallizer at all investigated impeller spacings [20].
Experimental power input was calculated by Eq. (1). As can
be clearly seen in Fig. 5b, it increases with S/D. This is mainly
caused by the rise of impeller speed which was necessary to
remain at the state of complete suspension.
Based on experimental setup, a CFD model was developed to
determine mixing time and power input numerically. Numerically determined values of mixing time deviate from experimental ones by up to 8.23 % (Fig. 5a), while numerically determined values of power deviate from experimental ones by up
to 8.51 %. Since in both cases displayed in Fig. 5 the deviation
remains below 10 %, it can be stated that the accuracy of the
numerical model is good [21]. The developed numerical model
enabled a more thorough analysis of the hydrodynamic conditions and its influence on nucleation kinetics in the vessel,
which will be discussed below in detail.

3.2 Influence of Hydrodynamics on Metastable
Zone Width and Nucleation Kinetics

The MSZW is one of the key parameters in batch crystallizaInitialization for determination of the numerical value of mixtion. It only determines the nucleation kinetics but also the
ing time was conducted as indicated in Fig. 3b. After the quasirange of operating conditions under which the process of batch
steady state was achieved, at moment 0 s, the cells of the mesh
crystallization should ultimately be conducted [22]. MSZW has
were precisely marked at the location where the NaCl tracer was
been expressed in terms of Dcmax and it is presented in Fig. 6
injected during the experimental study. In this model, the tracer
along with the respective Re values. It is obvious that for both
was input as a spherical droplet with a volume of
3
10 cm . Then, at the location where the sensor was
mounted during the experiments, a point was created for extraction of the data for the tracer volume
fraction, calculated by Eqs. (3)–(5). Calculations
were conducted using the same time step size and
the NaCl volume fraction was recorded, as demonstrated in an example for a random dual SBT configuration in Animation 1 (see Supporting Information). After the volume fraction was stabilized, i.e.,
when it oscillated less than ±5 %, the solution was
considered to be sufficiently homogenized. But to be
sure that the output was monotonous, the calculations were allowed to run for some additional time.
To assess the accuracy of the developed model,
mixing time and power input obtained numerically
were compared to experimentally determined valFigure 4. Experimentally determined Ntm values at different impeller spacings
ues.
in dual PBT and dual SBT dual impellers.
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size. In mixing vessels, large eddies are generated by the impeller. As a consequence of vortex stretching which occurs continuously in turbulent flows [23], smaller eddies are created.
Accordingly, mixing in vessels occurs over several length scales:
from the macroscale, which corresponds to the size of the largest eddies, all the way to the microscale of mixing (or Kolmogorov length scale) which is represented by the size of micro
eddies. Microscale is characterized by large velocity gradients
and consequently high shear stresses.
In steady state, the power consumed by the impeller can be
considered equal to the average rate of energy dissipated by
turbulence over the entire crystallizer. Based on experimentally
determined power input, it was possible to estimate the micro
eddy size [24]:
l¼

Figure 5. Comparison of experimental and numerical values of
(a) mixing time and (b) power input.

(6)

Since Kolmogorov’s theory only applies to isotropic turbulence, which is highly unlikely to be present within the entire
vessel volume, it was assumed here that the power was mainly
dissipated around the impeller rather than uniformly throughout the entire vessel volume. Thus, the local rate of dissipation
of turbulence kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid is calculated
by:
e¼

dual-impeller configurations the metastable zone widens as
S/D increases.
While in the system with 2 SBT the MSZW increased gradually, in 2 PBT it practically stayed unchanged until impellers
were set to S/D = 1.5. In both dual-impeller systems, the level
of turbulence, expressed by the Re values, was higher at greater
S/D values. At the same time, a decrease of Ntm suggests that
circulation improves as well. Thus, it was expected that nucleation will be induced earlier in process time. But this was not
observed here; on the contrary, nucleation was postponed. This
postponement is visible from MSZW values which implicitly
show nucleation times (narrower metastable zone means earlier nucleation and vice versa). To clarify why, it was necessary
to take other features of turbulence into account.
Generally, the main characteristic of turbulent flows is the
formation of fluid structures called vortices or eddies of various

 3 0:25
n
e

P
rD3

(7)

The data in Tab. 2 indicate that the micro eddy size decreases
with impeller spacing in both dual-impeller systems investigated. In 2 SBT, micro eddies were on average 1.6 times smaller
than the ones in 2 PBT.
Considering the difference in size, the effect of l on MSZW
was inspected. The results displayed in Fig. 7 suggest that there
is a strong correlation between micro eddy size and MSZW in
2 SBT. While the fluid motion on the microscale in 2 SBT obviously reflected on the MSZW, this connection is not as clear in
the 2 PBT impeller system and should be examined further.
Besides estimation of the size of micro eddies which can be
considered as a measure of average value of shear stress in the
vessel, the developed CFD model was used to determine the
turbulence eddy dissipation which demonstrates the distribution of shear stress throughout the vessel (Fig. 8).

Figure 6. Metastable zone width and Reynolds number in dual PBT and dual SBT impeller crystallizers at different impeller spacings.
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Table 2. Micro eddy size in 2 PBT and 2 SBT systems at different impeller spacings.
Impeller configuration

2 PBT

2 SBT

S/D [–]

0

0.5

1

1.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

l [mm]

31.02

28.68

24.83

24.07

18.95

17.97

16.88

14.50

Figure 7. Effect of micro eddy size on MSZW in 2 PBT and 2 SBT
dual-impeller systems.

The images illustrate that indeed most of the power is dissipated around the impellers, but also that there are significant differences between the two investigated dual-impeller systems. Red
areas that mark the highest values of turbulence eddy dissipation
are much more emphasized in 2 SBT, especially at S/D = 1.5.
Based on these figures, it can be assumed that mixing at the microscale possibly has a negative effect on the formation of critical
nuclei. Generally, the nature of interaction of micro eddies and
nuclei depends on their relative size as well as on eddy rotation.
It has been shown experimentally that the detrimental effect
of shear stress caused by eddy rotation at the surface of the
particle occurs when the eddy size drops below 0.5–0.7 of the
particle size [25]. In this work, the size of nuclei, L, was
approximated by the size of crystals measured at the moment

Figure 8. Turbulence eddy dissipation contours for 2 PBT and 2 SBT impeller configurations at different impeller spacings.
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samples of the final product of crystallization were inspected
with an optical microscope. The images revealed that crystals
were agglomerated at all impeller spacings, indicating that in
the system with 2 PBT the crystal size was a consequence of
agglomeration rather than a regular growth.
Based on turbulence eddy dissipation contours shown in
Fig. 8, it can be concluded that shear stress was lower in the
2 PBT than in the 2 SBT dual-impeller system. A similar trend
was found in previous research [1, 9]. Thus, it can be assumed
that agglomeration is favored under low shear stress conditions. These were most pronounced in the 2 PBT at S/D = 0
which resulted in the highest xm value. Obviously, the relation
between agglomeration and mixing should be investigated in
detail. This will be done as a part of a more thorough analysis
of kinetics of crystal growth which will be the subject of further
research. In that case, the CFD model will be upgraded with
population balance equations to describe spatially inhomogeneous process of crystallization [33].
In the 2 SBT, xm along with s was practically identical at all impeller spacings, except at S/D = 1. When closely inspecting the
fluid velocities in Fig. 9, it becomes clear that at spacings S/D = 0
to S/D = 1 the fluid flow patterns generated by each impeller
merge, while at S/D = 1.5 the flow pattern is parallel. A similar
flow pattern in a dual-radial-impeller system was observed in
[34]. At S/D = 1, the flow pattern looks like a classic radial fluid
flow pattern but as if it was generated by a larger impeller. At that
position, the area in which crystals remain the most, i.e., in between the two impellers, widens. Consequently, they are exposed
to higher shear stress levels for longer periods of time which
highly likely result in a decrease of xm. Also, a low s indicates a
narrower crystal size distribution at S/D = 1. In addition, an analysis of agglomeration and shape of the final product revealed that
in the 2 SBT crystals were more regularly shaped (Fig. 10).
Regarding the data on process yield, it was observed that it increases with S/D in the 2 PBT. On the other hand, such trend was
not observed in the 2 SBT impeller system. Overall, higher yields
were obtained in the 2 SBT than in the 2 PBT impeller system.

of nucleation. Samples of solution were taken, immediately
observed under the microscope and photographed. The
obtained images were analyzed by Motic Images Advanced 3.2
software to determine the size of formed nuclei. The relative
size of micro eddies to nuclei is given in Tab. 3.
As can be seen, micro eddies are smaller than visible nuclei
in the 2 SBT which makes nuclei susceptible to shear damage.
This susceptibility to damage [24] has also been observed in
several other systems. The detrimental effect of shear stress on
cell cultures has also been noticed in stirred bioreactors [26, 27]
as well as on blood cells in turbulent flow [28]. In addition,
there are some research works in which was stated that the
damage occurs even if the size of nuclei is smaller than the size
of micro eddies [29–31]. Therefore, it can be stated that in the
2 SBT an increased shear stress was a highly probable cause of
the delay in nucleation.
Regarding the nucleation mechanism and rate (Fig. 6), results
showed that under all investigated conditions the nucleation
started by a primary heterogeneous mechanism while nucleation rates practically follow the same trend observed at metastable zone width. Thus, it can be said that hydrodynamics affects
the nucleation rate in the same way as it influences the MSZW.
Detailed desriptions of the procedures to determine these
parameters are given in a previously published paper [32].

3.3 Characteristics of the Final Product of
Crystallization
The results on granulometric properties of crystals, i.e., mean
crystal size, xm, along with standard deviation, s, and product
yield, Y, are given in Tab. 4.
It can be observed that xm generally increases with S/D in
the 2 PBT. Deviation from this trend is present at S/D = 0.
Considering the mixing time measured at that impeller spacing, it was expected that crystals will be smallest since a weaker
overall convective flow generally results in lower growth rates.
But experimental data showed the opposite. To clarify this,

Table 3. Comparison of nucleus size measured at start of nucleation and micro eddies.
Impeller configuration

2 PBT

2 SBT

S/D [–]

0

0.5

1

1.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

l/L [–]

1.62

1.08

0.94

1.03

0.89

0.39

0.34

0.2

Table 4. Mean crystal size, standard deviation, and product yield in 2 PBT and 2 SBT impeller systems at different impeller spacings.
Impeller
configuration

2 PBT

2 SBT

S/D [–]

0

0.5

1

1.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Xm [mm]

209.59

191.68

196.82

203.65

192.41

192.60

179.33

192.35

s [mm]

54.94

54.49

56.47

46.79

50.8

48.91

47.86

49.65

Y [%]

84.65

88.63

89.18

89.15

90.81

90.56

90.47

89.22
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Conclusion

Based on these results, it can be concluded
that in 2 SBT impeller systems the microscale of mixing plays a much more significant role in crystallization kinetics than
it does in 2 PBT impeller systems. Shear
stress probably caused a delay in nucleation
and, consequently, the average size of crystals at the end of the process ¢pls. check,
word missing?¢. Since nucleation in the
2 SBT impeller system started at higher
supersaturation levels, this resulted in a
formation of smaller crystals at the end of
the process. But the crystals were far less
agglomerated meaning that in the 2 SBT an
increase of impeller spacing attributed to
the creation of more regularly shaped
crystals with a narrower crystal size distribution. In the 2 PBT, larger crystals were
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Figure 9. Velocity contours for 2 PBT and 2 SBT impeller configurations at different impeller spacings.

delay in nucleation, it seems that it
contributed to obtaining a more
desirable crystal size distribution.
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Symbols used
c
c*
Dc
D
dT
f
H
L
n
N
NJS
Nt95
P
Re
S
Saq
t
t95
Uf
v
V
Vc
xsr
Y

[mol dm–3]
[mol dm–3]
[mol dm–3]
[m]
[m]
[–]
[m]
[mm]
[–]
[rpm]
[rpm]
[–]
[W]
[–]
[–]
[kg m–3s–1]
[s]
[s]
¢
[m s–1]
[m3]
[m3]
[mm]
[%]

References
solution concentration
solution solubility
absolute supersaturation
impeller diameter
vessel diameter
face indicator
liquid height
nucleus size
number of phases
impeller speed
just suspended impeller speed
dimensionless mixing time
power input
Reynolds number
impeller spacing
mass source term – set to zero
time
mixing time
volume flux through the face
velocity
volume
cell volume
mean crystal size
yield

Greek letters
a
e
l

[–]
[m2s–3]
[mm]

n
r
s
t

[m2s–1]
[kg m–3]
[mm]
[Nm]

NaCl volume fraction
energy dissipation
micro eddy size (Kolmogorov length
scale)
kinematic viscosity
density
crystal size standard deviation
torque

Sub- and superscripts
n
n+1
p
q

previous time step
current time step
phase indicator, secondary phase
phase indicator, primary phase

Abbreviations
CFD
MSZW
Na ISE
PBT
SBT
SST

9

computational fluid dynamics
metastable zone width
sodium ion-selective electrode
pitched-blade turbine
straight-blade turbine
shear stress transport
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